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Second breakilovn in high power bipolar transistors is a major limitation on

the safe operating area (SOA). A multi-emitter transistor, ballastecl with series

resistance for each emitter dioile, w'as proposed" to increase the S0A. However, the

S0-A. for rev'erse base clrive operation 'was not improo"d.l)

Gate associated. transisto"(clt)2t3)*r" found to have large SOAs for both

forward and reverse base drive operations using an optimum gate structure. In this

paper, a high power GAT for high frequency use with an improved. S0A was proposed-

and the mechanism for the improvements in S0A was clarified..

Fi.gure I sb.ows a cross section of GAT. The details of the GAT was already
2 ?\

reportedl'-'GATs were fabricated. with a maximum oscillating frequency of 350 Mtlz,

collector to emitter breakclown voltage (eVr"O) of 22O voltsl and a collector

current (T^)' (/' or ru amperes .

The S0A for forward. base clrive operaticn was investigated. by measuring junction

temperature rises against emitter current and power clissipation in the transistors.

Figure 2 shows a relation between junction temperature and emitter current of GAT

compared. with a conventional transistor. The emitter current at which junction

temperature rises sudd.enly was about 2 ti.mes as large as in the GAT compared. with

the conventional transistor. Figure 3 shows a rel-ation between collector current

and- collector to emitter voltage V* corresponding to the junction temperature of

I25oC. The d.ata shown in the range of Va, larger than tOO vol-ts corresponded to

the destruction of the transistors at, LhaL collector cu.rrent Ia. The S0A of the

GAT was clearlv larger than that of the conventional transistor.

S0A for reverse base drive operation was investigated by measuring a relation

between ICE' *od Va, of GAT and conventional transjstor, as shcwn in Fig.4.

Collector to emitter breakd.ovn voltage for open base operation BVC'O of GAT was

2 times as largo as that of the conventional transistor having f*"* of 35O MHz.

For the forward- base ilrive operation, the S0A is limited. by excessive localized

temperature rise due to the current concentration at the edge of the emitter

(current crovd-ing effect), which is characterized by an effective emj.tter width

(Leff)given by eq。  11)

L晰2概・責 0,

where k is Boltzrnarrla constant, T absolute temperature, q electron charge, 1{ base

widtllr f6 base resistj-vity, h emitter: length, I, emitter current, X current gain.
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therefore, larger than that of the conventional transistor and reduces the current
crowdi.ng effect in GAT.

For the open base or reverse base d.rive operation, the SOA is 1imited by

avalanche injection which occurs r"hen high current density and. high electric field
are simultaneously present in the collector region. The multjptication factor in
avalanche breakd-own and. BYarO were theoretically calculated. by considering gate
shield'ing effect for various gate structures and for a conventional transistor. The

resul-ts of Fig. 4 r+as obtained for the optimum gate structure and coincid.ed with
the calculated resul.ts. From these resultsr gate shielding effect seems to red.uce

multiplication factor in avalanche breakd.own and suppress avalanche injection.
In concLusion, .GAT having 2 times as large as safe operating area compared. with

conventional transistor was fabricated. by optimizing gate structure for high power

and high frequency use. The gates slrppress current crowd.ing and red-uce multiplice-
tion factor in avalanche breakdown for open base or reverse base drive operation.
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F:Lg.2 A re1ation betr+een

junction temp':rat,ure and

enitter current

- Because gates of GAT were d.iffused. deeper and with higher
tion than base region, they make I{ and fa Larger ancl smarrer,
those of the conventional transistor. Effective emitter r+idth

Fig. 1 Cross sec'bion of GAT
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I'ig.3 A rel-ation bertween Ia

and. Va, correspcnding to

the junction temperatur.e

of t25oC.
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Fig.4 ICE' r".
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Vce 140 V
CURRENT PULSE W:DTH 10ms
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